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ABSTRACT

Although Islam gives function and not form, but Islam as a context has effects on forms and ornaments in some ways. The great role of geometry in Islamic architecture due to restriction of using natural figures is an example. In this research, the application of Islamic geometrical patterns (IGPs), and suitability of their usage over architectural elements is studied. For this purpose, evolution of IGPs through history has been studied, while regional diversities are also taken into account. The research not only identifies origin of patterns but also reveals radical artistic movements through history of Islamic architecture. Therefore, suitability of patterns in terms of time-scale accuracy and period-style has been identified. The next step is focused on building elements and areas where patterns are applied. A survey of decorative patterns of hundred well-survived buildings through Muslim world of architecture has been conducted for this purpose, which reveals the types of patterns that are mostly used over different building elements. Then, the geometrical properties of the patterns are studied to find their similarities and differences. The results show, although IGPs are seems to be infinite types, however they are limited in terms of geometrical properties and can be classified. Therefore, the most prominent and widely used patterns collected have been analyzed further, based on their constructive polygons and polygon-tilings. It eventually simplified their overall view, which had significant help for their classification. It also helps to understand direction and nature of expansion of each pattern. The result also indicates that each pattern has a particular perfect outline proportion. For example, for a given dimension, not all, but particular patterns can be selected to fit and fulfill the area in a perfect proportion and without deformity along edges of a given area. Finally, this research managed to find guidelines to choose and fit IGPs into certain given areas over finishing surfaces of building elements.
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3.20 From Left; Mihrabs of Qalawun mosque, Al-Nasir Mohammad Mosque, Amir Qijmas Al-Ishaqi Mosque & Sultan Qansuh al-Ghuri Complex  

3.21 From left: Rustam Pasha Mosque in Istanbul, 1563 CE - Selimiye Complex in Edirne, 1575 CE - Mihrab of Yesil Mosque in Bursa  

3.22 Friday Mosque of Yazd, 1365 CE (Left) - Sheikh Lutfallah Mosque in Isfahan, 1617 CE (Center) - Hakim Mosque in Isfahan, 1662 CE (Right)  

3.23 From Left: Delhi Friday Mosque (1644-58 CE) - Moti Mosque in Lahore, 1645 CE - Taj-Mahal mausoleum in Agra (1653 CE) - Badshahi Mosque in Lahore, 1674 CE  

3.24 Fatehpur-Sikri mosque (Left) - Tilla Kari Madrasa (Center) - Mosque of Khiva (Right)
3.25  Al-Aqsa Mosque (Left) - Great mosque of Damascus (Center), Ibn-Tulun Mosque (Right)  

3.26  From left: Alaeddin Mosque in Konya, Divrigi Mosque & Nain Friday mosque  

3.27  Friday Mosque of Isfahan, Left Minbar dates to 16th century during Safavids era and right side Minbar dates to 14th century.  

3.28  Marble Minbars of Shah Mosque Isfahan 17th century (Left) & Vakil Mosque in Shiraz 18th century (Right)  

3.29  From left: Mosque of Al-Nasir Mohammad, Minbar of Sultan Hassan complex & Amir Qijmas Al-Ishaqi Mosque, all in Cairo,  

3.30  Wooden Minbars of Al-Muayyad (Left & Center) & Sultan Qaybtay mosque (Right)  

3.31  From left: Ulu-Cami of Bursa, Bayezid II Mosque in Istanbul, Sehzade Mosque in Istanbul  

3.32  Minbars of Selimiye Complex in Edirne (Left) & Mihrimah Sultan Mosque (Right)  

3.33  From left: Jamat Khana Mosque, Friday Mosque of Delhi, and Friday Mosque of Irich  

3.34  From left: Damghan Friday Mosque in Iran, 1080 CE - Chihil Dukhtaran Minaret in Isfahan, Iran 1108 CE - Saveh Friday mosque in Iran, 1110 CE - Sarban Minaret in Isfahan, Iran 1155 CE - Ali Mosque in Isfahan, Iran 12th century - Jam minaret (1195 CE) in Afghanistan  


3.36  From Left: Shezade mosque in Istanbul, 1548 CE – Suleymaniye complex in Istanbul, 1558 CE – Qutb Minar in Delhi – Taj-Mahal in
Agra, 1653 CE – Friday Mosque of Delhi, 1658 CE – Badshahi mosque in Lahore, 1674 CE – Hiran Minar – Itimad-ud-Daulah tomb

4.1 Four basic symmetry operations

4.2 Reflection symmetry in Islamic geometrical patterns (Left), Rotational symmetry in tiles of Friday Mosque of Isfahan, Iran (Right)

4.3 Alhambra, in Spain, 1391 CE, Translational symmetry in walls patterns

4.4 Ibn-Tulun Mosque in Egypt, 879 CE (Left) – Alhambra Palace, in Spain, 1391 CE (Center), Friday Mosque of Isfahan, Iran, The use of Scale variation technique in ceiling decoration (Right)

4.5 Axes of Translation (Top left), Axes of Reflection (Top right), Axes of Glide Symmetry (bottom left), Points of Rotational Symmetry (bottom right)

4.6 Five possible regular tilling; (From Field and Golubitsky, 2009)

4.7 From Left: Decagon, 10-point star, 10-point star with 2 layers leaves, 10-fold Rosette

4.8 Patterns created with square, triangle and hexagon have no gap or spaces in between (in other words Regular tilings)

4.9 Uniform or Semi-regular tiling (Figures by R.A. Nonenmacher, Wikipedia eng.)

4.10 In this example the circle grid does not fit the long rectangular unit of pattern. Figure From El-Said (1993), Geometric Concepts in Islamic Art”

4.11 Pattern over Khaja Abdullah Ansari shrine in Afghanistan, 1429 CE (Left) - Complete set of Girih tiles proposed by Peter J. Lu (A: decagon, B: pentagon, C: rhombus, D: hexagon, E: bowtie) (Right)

4.12 Topkapi scroll, Late 15th or early 16th century. where Peter Lu has pointed out and colored Girih tiles

5.1 Steps to create an Eight-point Star
5.2 Eight-point star framing Simurgh (Bird) Cinili Kiosk Museum, Turkey

5.3 A popular type of Eight-Point Star geometrical patter, showing it has intertwined constructive circular system at the background.

5.4 Eight-point square filled, octagons spreading diagonally.

5.5 Eight-point square field, the gaps fill with squared tile or elements with sides equal to octagon sides (left), Imam-Zamin Tomb in Delhi, India, 16th century, showing carved window grille with Eight-point square field design (Right).

5.6 Steps to construct Eight-Point Clover filled. Source: Author

5.7 Eight-Point Clover filled Step 4 (Left), Eight-Point Clover, filled by square and triangles (Center), Eight-Point Clover filled (Right)

5.8 Mosque-Madrassa of Sultan Hassan in Cairo. Source: Author

5.9 Showing Eight-point cross-field with constructive interlacing circles and lines, it is one of the most popular type of eight-point geometrical Patterns

5.10 Eight-Point star cross-filled, gaps can be filled either by cross element (Right) or combination of a squares and triangles or even irregular pentagons (Left)

5.11 Shir-Dar Madrasa in Samarkand, Uzbekistan, 17th century (Left) - 13th century tile work in Kashan, Iran (Right). Source: Author

5.12 Eight-fold rosette. Source: Author

5.13 Square-filled eight fold pattern filled by eight-fold rosette (Left), extending the lines of rosette vertices to shape regular octagons (Center), Eight-fold Rosette pattern (Right). Source: Author

5.14 Qal’a Madrasa in Baghdad (Left) - Arslanhane mosque in Sivas (Right)

5.15 Extending sides of Eight-point star to make secondary layer of leaves (Left), Eight-point Star Clover-filled (Right) Source: Author
5.16 Pool of Diwan-i-Khas in Lahore fort, Pakistan, 1645 CE (Left) - Maghak-i-Attari Mosque in Bukhara, Uzbekistan, 12th century (Right)  
5.17 Eight-point plumb star pattern. Source: Author  
5.18 Tilla-Kari Madrasa in Samarkand.  
5.19 Steps to set-up regular hexagon with compass and straightedge  
5.20 Six-point star with its constructive circle grids (Left) - Qutaish mosque in Sidon, Lebanon, 15th century, showing Six-point star in a ceramic tile (Right)  
5.21 Development of six-point geometrical pattern using interlacing circles (left), The hexagon can form a regular tessellate, having 3 hexagons around every vertex and no gap in between (right). Source: Author  
5.22 Types of uniform and hexagon tilings  
5.23 Lahore Fort, 17th century, shows Marble screen of regular hexagon  
5.24 Dome of Rock in (Left) - Qutaish Mosque (Right)  
5.25 Consider a Trihexagonal tiling; remove the hexagon boundary of some hexagons in a way that six hexagons surround a six-point star.  
5.26 Lahore Fort (Left) - The Alai Darwaza (Right)  
5.27 From left: Six-point star rhomb-filled polygon tiling, final pattern, Darwish Pasha Mosque in Damascus, Detail of 17th century Iranian Painted miniature. Source: Author  
5.28 Rhombitrihexagonal tiling (Left) is constructive base of a popular Islamic Six-point geometry (Right)  
5.29 Six-point geometry based on Rhombitrihexagonal tiling (Left) – Tilla-Kari Madrasa and Mosque in Samarkand, Uzbekistan, 17th century CE (Right)  
5.30 Tripetalous Six-point Star
5.31 Tripetalous Six-point Star (Top left) - Karatay Madrasa in Konya, Turkey, 13th century (Top right) - A mosaic tile of Lahore Fort in Pakistan (Bottom)

5.32 The ratio of Minor and major chords of the pentagon circumscribed by a circle, is $\phi = 1:1.618$

5.33 Constructing a regular pentagon

5.34 The Tomb of Akbar in Agra

5.35 Constructing a regular pentagon (Left), & a regular decagon (Right)

5.36 Various decagon tilings

5.37 Placing ten-point rosette inside decagons that are connected to each other along their vertices, in this pattern decagons are connected to each other over their vertices and spread diagonally. Source: Author

5.38 Another pattern developed by decagons which are connected to each other over their vertices in zigzag manner (Left) - Mosaic decor from Gök Madrasa in Sivas, Turkey, 13th century CE (Right). Source: Author

5.39 Placing a ten-pint star (double layer of leaves) in a pattern created by connecting decagons over their vertices (Left), Extending the sides of star to shape the linking elements (Center), Ten-point star pattern showing the 2 layers of leaves and linking elements (Right). Source: Author

5.40 Mausoleum of Itimad-al-Daula in Agra, 17th century CE (Left) - Ceramic façade of Mausoleum of Zangi Ata in Tashkent, 14th century CE (Right)

5.41 A popular type of tiling consisted of pentagon and decagons

5.42 Pattern developed by decagons and pentagons with ratio of 1:6

5.43 Placing “10-point star” over decagon-pentagon tiling (Left) - Extending sides of stars (Right). Source: Author
5.44 Ten-point star pattern based on decagon and pentagon tiling (Left), Details of wooden ceiling Chihil Sutun, Palace in Isfahan, Iran 17th Century CE (Right). Source: Author 121

5.45 Pattern developed by decagons and pentagons with ratio of 1:8 122

5.46 Placing “10-point star” over decagon-pentagon tiling (Left), extending sides of star to form pattern (Right) 122

5.47 Ten-Point Star pattern Based on D-P Tiling Type-2 (Left) - Mahrough Tomp in Nishapur, Iran, 17th century CE showing tile decoration (Right) 122

5.48 Placing “10-point rosette” over decagon-pentagon tiling (Left), extending sides of rosettes to form “long 10-point Rosette” pattern (Right) 123

5.49 “Long Ten-point Rosette” pattern (Left) - Chihil Sutun, Palace in Isfahan, Iran 17th Century CE, showing the detailing of wooden ceiling (Right) 123

5.50 “Long Ten-point rosette” (left) Vs regular Ten-point rosette (Right) 124

5.51 Unit-cell of a Decagon-pentagon tiling (Left), Development of D-P tiling (Right) 125

5.52 Decagon-Pentagon tiling that acts as constructive base for this pattern 125

5.53 “Deformed Drum Pattern” Is a type of 10-point star pattern (Left) – Agha Nur mosque in Isfahan, Iran, 17th century (Right) 125

5.54 The most prominent linking element in Islamic geometrical pattern 127

5.55 “Four-Phoebus & Kohl Container” pattern, setup process and linking elements. Source: Author 128

5.56 Dome of Friday mosque of Saveh, Iran 129

5.57 Various Rendering Styles (picture from Kaplan, 2000) 129

5.58 From Grid Method Classification of Islamic Geometric Patterns Naming method invented by Ahmad M. Aljamali and Ebad Banissi (2003) 130
6.1 Primitive-cell, Unit-cell and full pattern. Source: Author

6.2 “Obtuse ten-point star”, four adjacent stars and their centers (Left) - Connecting center of stars where the ratio of long to short chord (i.e. b/a) is 1:1.3764 which is equal to its unit-cell sides ratio (Right). Source: Author

6.3 Ten-point star pattern showing the 2 layers of leaves and linking elements (Left) - Mausoleum of Itimad-al-Daula in India, 17th century (Right). Source: Author

6.4 Components of “obtuse ten-point star” and their popular portions for using along boundaries (1.618 : Golden Ratio). Source: Author

6.5 Extracted Unit-cell of pattern (Left) - “Obtuse ten-point star” (Right)

6.6 Kites (light blue) are cut in half and ten-point star (dark blue) and drum (yellow) has been cut in quarter along the edges of outline boundaries.

6.7 “Ten-point Rosette”, showing the four adjacent rosette and their centers (Left) - Connecting center of rosettes, the ratio of long to short chord (i.e. b/a) is 1:1.3764 which is equal to its unit-cell sides ratio, (Right). Source: Author

6.8 Unit-cell with ratio of 1:1.3764 (Left) “Ten-point Rosette” pattern (Right)

6.9 The figure shows that how both “Obtuse ten-point star” (Top) & “Ten-point Rosette” pattern, (bottom) are based on octagon tiling of the same arrangement.

6.10 “Deformed Drum” pattern, showing four adjacent stars and their centers (Left) Connecting center of stars where the ratio of short to long chord (Right)

6.11 Unit-cell with ratio of 1:1.3764 (Left) - “Deformed Drum” pattern, Left (Right) - Ten-point star is cut in quarter, kite, pentagon and Container have been cut in half along the edges of outline boundaries (Bottom, Left). Source: Author
6.12 “Four-Phoebus” pattern, four adjacent stars and their centers (Left) - Connecting center of stars where the ratio of long to short chord (i.e. b/a) is 1:1.1756 which is equal to its unit-cell sides ratio, Right. Source: Author 142

6.13 Unit-cell with ratio of 1:1.1756 - “Four-Phoebus” pattern (Right) 142

6.14 “Long Four-Phoebus” pattern, showing the four adjacent stars and their centers (Left) - Connecting center of stars where the ratio of long to short chord (i.e. b/a) is 1:2.0262 which is equal to its unit-cell sides ratio (Right). Source: Author 143

6.15 Unit-cell (Left) - “Long Four-Phoebus” pattern (Right). Source: Author 143

6.16 “Long ten-point Rosette” pattern, four adjacent stars and their centers (Left) - Connecting center of stars where the ratio of long to short chord (i.e. b/a) is 1:2.0262 which is equal to its unit-cell sides ratio (Right). Source: Author 144

6.17 Unit-cell with ratio of 1:2.0262 (Left) - Long Ten-point Rosette (Right) 144

6.18 From left: Unit-cell, “Trihexagonal six-point star” pattern, showing the four adjacent stars and their centers, Connecting center of stars. Source: Author 145

6.19 From Left: Unit-cell of “Rhombitrihexagonal Six-point star”, four adjacent stars and their centers, Connecting center of stars where the ratio of long to short chord (i.e. b/a = d/c) is 1:1.7321 which is equal to its unit-cell sides ratio 146

6.20 From Left: Unit-cell of “Tripetalous Six-point Star”, Pattern with four adjacent stars and their centers, Connecting center of stars where the ratio of long to short chord (i.e. b/a = d/c) is 1:1.7321 which is equal to its unit-cell sides ratio 146

6.21 Unit-cell with ratio of 1:1 (Left), “Eight-fold rosette” pattern (Right) 147

6.22 “Eight-fold rosette” pattern, four adjacent stars and their centers (Left) - Connecting center of stars where the ratio of long to short chord (i.e.
b/a) is 1:1 which is equal to its unit-cell sides ratio (Right). Source: Author

6.23 Unit-cell with ratio of 1:1 (Left), “Four-leaf Eight-tie” pattern (Right)

6.24 “Four-leaf Eight-tie” pattern, four adjacent stars and their centers (Left) - Connecting center of stars where the ratio of long to short chord (i.e. b/a) is 1:1 which is equal to its unit-cell sides ratio (Right).
Source: Author

7.1 Application of golden proportions in design of Sahn dimensions
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC GEOMETRICAL PATTERNS

1.1. When & How Did Geometry Infiltrate Into Islamic Architecture?

"For without symmetry and proportion no temple can have a regular plan," Ancient roman architect, Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (80 BC to 15 BC) wrote in his famous treatise De Architectura."Twenty years were spent in erecting the pyramid itself: of this, which is square, each face is eight plethora (is a measurement used in Ancient times, equal to 100 Greek feet), and the height is the same; it is composed of polished stones, and jointed with the greatest exactness; none of the stones are less than thirty feet." – Father of history Heroditus (484 BC-425 BC) believed to be first who wrote about Pyramids which mostly built around 2800 B.C. (Calter, 2008).

Upon those mentioned examples, we can state that integration of geometry and architecture has been existed and understood long before the birth of Islam. Nevertheless, we cannot dismiss the important of geometry through Muslims’ history of architecture. But now we can reform a new statement: Why is geometry so important in Islamic Architecture? In addition, why such particular geometries are called Islamic and when they become popular in world of Islamic architecture?

The expansion and development of geometry through Islamic art and architecture can be related to significant growth of the scientific and technological innovations of eight and ninth centuries in Middle East, Iran and central Asia by translations of ancient texts from languages such as Greek and Sanskrit into Arabic.
(Turner, 1997 Page 27). By the tenth century, original Muslim contributions to the sciences became significant; in this context, important developments in the field of geometry resulted from the work of, among others, Umar-al-Khayyam, Abu'l Wafa al-Buzjani, Abu Mansur al-Khwarizmi and Ibn-al-Haytham (Özdural, 1995; Mohamed, 2000). Although our knowledge of the development of the science of geometry in the pre-modern Islamic world is considerable, we do not know enough about the processes and intermediaries through which theoretical geometric knowledge was transferred to an applied field such as architecture.

It is believed that the earliest written documents on geometry through the Islamic history of science, is Khwarizmi’s mathematical book; Al-Kitāb al-mukhtaṣar fī hīsāb al-ğabr wa’l-muqābala (The Compendious Book on Calculation by Completion and Balancing, written in early ninth century) (Mohamed, M., 2000, page 17-43). Hence it is not surprising to see a gap of nearly three centuries from the rise of Islam in the early seventh century (Berkey, 2003, Page 3) to late ninth century which earliest example of decorative geometrical patterns can be traced over survived buildings of Muslim world (See “Time chart of evolution of IGPs through the history” in Table 2.1).

1.2. Background

The background of Islamic architecture is a continues motion of architecture, starts form eastern movement of Greek and Roman architecture merged with local styles of Achaemenid, Partians, Sassanians (Fletcher and Cruickshank, 1996). In early seventh century in Arabian province of Roman Empire, the explosive expansion of Islam introduced the new religion throughout northeast into Mesopotamia, Persia and Asia Minor, west to Egypt and Mediterranean Sea and along the coast of Africa. Regions conquered By Muslims were already developed their own construction techniques and were rich in knowledge of adapting natural resources for constructional purposes (Frishman, 1994). It shows that, although geometric decorations have been developed significantly by Muslims, the basic
geometrical knowledge and constructive shapes had already existed from Byzantine and Sassanian empires (Met, 2004). Through this research, the influence and efforts of Muslim architects, craftsmen and patrons of major Muslim Empire & dynasties towards creation and development of Islamic Building decorations and particularly geometrical patterns have been studied. Some minor dynasties (in terms of their impact) such as Buyid, Ayubids, Ilkhanid, Timurid etc, are neglected and would be studied in detail in forward researches.

1.3. Where Geometrical Patterns Have Been Used?

Before starting study of applications of geometrical patterns in Islamic architecture, we have to specify its elements. Elements of Islamic architecture can be classified into two main categories of “building” and “decorative & ornamental” elements. Through the history of Muslim architecture, there are some common elements in buildings, which can be pointed out. Iwan, Arches, Riwaq, Domes, Sahn, lighting, fountains etc. are some of building parts that can be found in both religious and secular architecture of Muslim world. There are some other elements such as Minarets, Minbar, Mihrab, Maqsura etc. but they are particularly mosques and madras’s elements (Grube and Michell, 1995).

Although Islamic architecture has experienced variety of taste, styles of regions from Indian subcontinent to African west coast during its history, some distinguishable characteristics have preserved which is called as Islamic architectural style. Among those traits, the principle role of surface decoration is undoubtedly the most magnificent character (Clévenot and Degeorge, 2000).

Islamic decorative patterns can be classified as figural and non-figural types, which the non-figural patterns include ornamental geometric, calligraphic and floral patterns. Another type of decorative element is Muqarnas that is closely linked to that of two-dimensional geometric patterns. In third chapter, application of different decorative patterns over elements of Islamic architecture, with
concentration of geometrical patterns is studied. However, it is good to notice that all Islamic architectural elements can be analyzed from either two-dimensional view in terms of their architectural drawings or form three-dimensional view in terms of their relation and proportions to other existing elements of that building or space.

1.4. Background of Research Problem

Geometrical patterns are one of key ornamental elements in Islamic architecture. They are widely used as decorative elements over building elements in Islamic world of architecture. There is no doubt that the glory, beauty and balance that Islamic architecture is famous for, is based on intellectual interplay of mathematical and geometrical sciences, with art and architecture. However, the question of suitability and appropriate use of these patterns in terms of both philosophical and practical issuers remained ambiguous and unanswered. The issue becomes more crucial when we observe that through modern world of Islamic architecture, geometrical patterns are copied all over the surface of architectural elements and the only changes that can be noticed are new materials and constructional methods which help architects to scale patterns and cover larger spaces. Yet it is not clear that using a particular pattern for decorating domes, floors, walls, screens etc. is suitable in terms of period-style, regional-style or even common in terms of spaces, location and elements which they are going to use over? In addition, what we observe in contemporary Islamic architecture as “copy-pasting” patterns all over any surfaces to create a spiritual ambiance is a wise choice?

An example of misunderstanding of historical roots and origins of Islamic geometrical patterns (IGPs) was decorative pattern of Enghelab (Revolution) Square in Tehran, Iran. The six-point geometrical pattern, which has been used in that square, is one of the earliest type of IGPs and can be found in Ibn-Tulun mosque in Cairo which belongs to late ninth century. However, lack of knowledge about history of IGPs and their evolution, made a great misunderstanding among Iranians Media
and authorities, that ended up to demolishing that square. Figure 1.1 shows that how municipal authorities responded to medias criticism.

Figure 1.1 Demolishing Enghelab Square in Tehran, due to misunderstanding about historical roots of its geometrical motifs

In terms of timescale accuracy, periods’ style and property, Great Mosque of Tehran is an interesting example. Its design is inspired from distinctive Seljuk architecture (1037-1194 CE). However, decorative patterns designed for decorating exterior surfaces of its main courtyard is a type ten-point geometrical pattern (Figure 1.2), which were not common during Seljuks and was not in favor of Seljuk architects and artisans.

Figure 1.2 Great mosque of Tehran, in Iran

Apart from philosophical issues, IGPs are often used inappropriately in terms of scale, dimension and fitting inside frames. Often patterns are scaled and roughly fitted without concerning broken and deformed shapes along edges of surfaces that result lack of perfection. Figure 1.3 shows how patterns are applied imperfectly in Persada Johor in Malaysia and Sultan Hassan II mosque in Morocco while stars and
polygons are cut roughly and remained casual. Comparing such cases with elegant survived architectural masterpieces such as Hakim mosque of Isfahan (1656-62 CE) (Figure 1.4) shows that using patterns is far beyond only pasting over a random surface. Architects used to first analyze geometry of surfaces, then patterns were modified and adopted specifically in the way that fulfill the surface perfectly and with minimum deformity along the edges. In other words, stars and shapes are cut logically (either half or quarter) with designers order and not accidently. Above examples shows necessity of studies toward establishing guidelines on use and suitability Islamic geometrical patterns in Islamic inspired buildings.

Figure 1.3 Persada Johor (left), Sultan Hassan II mosque (center & right)

Figure 1.4 Hakim mosque of Isfahan in Iran 1662 CE

1.5. Research Problem

For centuries, Islamic geometrical patterns are used as decorative elements over walls, ceilings, grilles, doors and openings, dome, minarets, etc. However,
having no guideline and code for these adorable ornaments, caused often-
inappropriate use, in terms of time-scale accuracy, period-style, scale, dimensioning
and even identity. This research would like to investigate IGPs both historically and
mathematically to answer questions regarding suitability and appropriate use of these
patterns as buildings decorative elements. In this regard, questions, which this
research tried to answer, are:

- When were IGPs introduced to Islamic architecture? In addition, when does
each different type of IGPs introduced to Muslim architects and artisans?

- Where did patterns develop and by whom?

- Which building elements are more decorated and by what pattern? I.e. where
they have been used?

- What are geometrical properties of IGPs? What are their characteristic,
Similarities and Differences?

- How should we use IGPs? And how we can reduce practical defects?

1.6. **Research Objectives**

This research aims to establish a guideline of appropriate use of Islamic
geometrical patterns in Islamic inspired buildings. To be close to our goal following
objectives must be achieved;

1. First Objective is to sketch Evolution of IGP patterns through history of Islamic
Architectures.
2. Second Objective is to study influence of regionalism and Major Muslim Dynasties to Identify Origin of Different types of patterns

3. Another important objective is to categories patterns according their medium i.e. building elements, which they are mostly, applied over.

4. One of the most challenging Objectives of this study is to find geometrical properties of IGPs and classify them practically and with applied architectural language

5. Final objective was to find a method to minimize deformity of patterns while applying over required surfaces

1.7. Research Methodology

This research is based on descriptive approaches for which our goal was to gather survived geometrical patterns (data), and classify them to find how these architectural heritages have been threated through history of Islamic architecture and how should we used them in contemporary Islamic inspired buildings. To establish a guideline to application of IGPs, the first step is to find their origin in terms of both period and regional style. This would result dialectic answers to wide ranges of philosophical and architectural questions, such as what period? or where? a particular pattern was so popular and has been widely used. For this purpose ornaments of 100 famous buildings (Data) has been collected and classified based on time-scale and regionalism to find popular patterns of different architectural eras and styles.

The next target was to find on which parts of building IGPs are mostly used. Hence, information regarding five main Islamic architectural elements and how they have been treated in those 100 buildings gathered, classified based on types of elements and analyzed. To find geometrical properties of IGPs, geometrical issues related to decorative patterns have been pointed out and studied to find their
application in IGPs. Results have been further analyzed to find a suitable way to classify patterns and establish a method of appropriate use in practical terms.

1.7.1. Data Collection

To archive above-mentioned objective, a detailed survey decorative patterns of well-survived monument (either religious or secular) form all around the world of Islamic architecture must be conducted. On literature review bases a collection of 100 well-known and survived buildings from West Africa coast to Indian subcontinent, over historical span nearly twelve century from early stages of Islam to late 18th century has been selected. This wide ranged collection cover most important classic architectural treasures of Islamic world. For this purpose not only encyclopedias of history of architectures (such as: A History of Architecture by Sir Banister Fletcher, 1996; Architecture of Islamic World by George Michell, 1995; Color and Symbolism In Islamic Architecture by Roland Michaud, 1996; Islamic Art and Architecture From Isfahan to Taj-Mahal by Henri Stierlin, 2002; Monuments of Civilization by Umberto Scerrato, 1977; Ornament and decoration in islamic architecture by Dominique Clevenot, 2000 and etc.) in one hand, but regional/local architectural studies (such as: A History of Ottoman Architecture by John Freely, 2011; Architecture of Mughal India by Catherine B. Asher, 1992; Islamic Architecture in Cairo by Doris Behrens-Abouseif, 2007; and etc.) has been deeply investigated to extract 100 splendid architectural treasures which can represent glory of Islamic architecture within scope of this research. Selected countries and buildings are statistically demonstrated in Table 1.1.

Moreover, above, buildings are going to be studied based on influence of dynasties and empires, which buildings’ patrons were, belonged. This would outfit this research, by answer of favored patterns of each Muslim Empires and dynasties and even a great help to find reasons behind wide popularity of some patterns. Table 1.2 shows major dynasties that are studied through following chapters of this research.
Table 1.1 List of countries and number of buildings that has been selected from Books and literature reviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>No. of Buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2 Muslim Dynasties and Empires, which this study is focused on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style/Period</th>
<th>Capitals</th>
<th>Established</th>
<th>Disestablished</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Umayyads: Damascus, Córdoba</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Abbasid: Baghdad</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fatimid: Mahdia, Cairo</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>1171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Seljuks: Ray, Isfahan, Hamadan, Kerman</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>1194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mamluk: Cairo</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ottoman: Söğüt, Bursa, Edirne, Constantinople</td>
<td>1290</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Safavid: Tabriz, Qazvin, Esfahan</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>1736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mughal: Agra; Fatehpur Sikri; Delhi</td>
<td>1526</td>
<td>1858</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.7.2. Analysis

Subsequently, application of patterns over above-mentioned buildings observed, recorded and documented according their date and region along with type of building elements (Such as dome, Minaret and etc.), which they are applied over. After collecting and documenting data, the first analytical phase is to tabulate patterns in terms of time-scale and put them in order. Eventually results of this phase lead us to draw a time-chart of evolution of patterns based on earliest survived examples. Second analytical phase was to discover and identify origin of patterns. In this stage, collected patterns are reclassified based on regionalism and where they are found. The result of this classification allows us to categorize patterns based on architectural and regional styles. Third analytical phase of this research is to characterize patterns according to where these patterns are mostly used in buildings. This will establish a guideline to use of IGPs upon building elements and would answer to “which parts of buildings are more decorated with patterns and what types of patterns are common for such elements?”. For this purpose, five main Islamic architectural elements have been selected. Dome would represent methods and techniques of decoration three-dimensional elements; Iwan is selected to cover two-dimensional elements such as walls and arched openings and windows. Mihrab is great example for Islamic interior designs and Minbar is a sample of Islamic building furniture. In addition, Minaret is selected to demonstrate accessibility and visual issues of decorating elements by geometrical patterns. As a result, third chapter of this research is focused on classifying and categorizing patterns by building elements, which they have been applied. While types of patterns in terms of style-period and place-to-apply are identified, it comes to question of “how to apply and adopt patterns for required surfaces?”. Hence, at fourth analytical phase, geometrical properties of patterns are analyzed based on geometrical issues that are related to architecture and ornaments. A detailed literature review on geometrical issues of architecture and ornaments in general and specifically IGPs is carried out in forth chapter of this research and as a result patterns ore classified according to their geometrical properties in fifth chapter. Moreover, in sixth chapter a guideline and method to simple way of recognizing suitability of patterns based on geometrical properties is provided.
Table 1.3 Analysis Workflow diagram of research process

**Phase 1: Time-Scale Accuracy**

- **Step 1**: Evoking patterns along history by survey of 100 well survived buildings
- **Step 2**: Put patterns in order, according earliest survived examples
- **Step 3**: Draw a time-chart presenting evolution of IGPs through history

Suitability of patterns in time-scale

**Phase 2: Architectural Style Matching**

- **Step 1**: Survey of patterns of 100 well survived buildings, based on their patrons and regional style
- **Step 2**: Classify patterns according their popularity among different architectural and regional style
- **Step 3**: Categorize pattern based on architectural and regional style

Suitability in terms of architectural style matching

**Phase 3: Applications over Building Elements**

- **Step 1**: Survey of patterns of 100 well survived monuments, based on building elements
- **Step 2**: Classify patterns according their application over various building elements
- **Step 3**: Draw a comparison table according types of building elements and their geometric ornaments

Suitability according usage over element

**Phase 4: Practical and construction Issues**

- **Step 1**: Study geometrical properties of IGPs and classify patterns based on geometrical properties
- **Step 2**: Find solution for minimizing deformity based on geometrical properties of each pattern
- **Step 3**: Classify patterns according their perfect outline proportions

Suitable frame / Perfect proportion

**Suitable Pattern in terms of:**
- Time-scale accuracy
- Architectural style matching
- Applied building element
- Minimum deformity along edges
1.8. Importance of Study

This research is an answer to ambiguities regarding both philosophical and practical aspects of suitability and adapting Islamic geometrical patterns. It traces evolution of Islamic patterns from early stages nearly modern era and identifies the origin of popular patterns. This research has collected the most prominent types of IGPs and categorized them according to their usage over building elements. Geometrical properties of patterns are also analyzed, and based on results, patterns on classified according to their geometrical properties. Eventually a guideline has been established to verify suitability of patterns in terms of style, period, types of elements that they are applied over and finally similarities and differences between patterns. Moreover, a method to adopt these patterns to required area and a quick way of recognizing type of patterns in term of geometrical properties is provided to help practical issues of using these types of ornaments.

1.9. Organization of Research

This report is organized into seven parts. Apart from first introductory and final conclusionary chapter, the five remaining chapters are sorted to address from the most fundamental issue of “when (evolution) and from where (origin)?” to last stage of “how to use?”. In Second chapter, IGPs are studied historically based on both time-scale and period-styles, to draw time-chart of evolution of Islamic geometrical patterns. Third chapter is focused on building elements and categorizing patterns according to where they are mostly used in Islamic inspired buildings. In forth chapters, geometrical properties of patterns are studied, and as a result, in chapter five, patterns are classified according to their similarities and differences of geometrical properties. Throughout sixth chapter, a method for covering surfaces with minimum deformity along edges has been introduced. In addition, a simple way to find the perfect ratio for frame (outline boundary) of patterns is also introduced and illustrated with samples of patterns from different types of IGPs.
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